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For years, tales of DRAGONS from another world kidnapping and enslaving humans have been

circulating in Jason Masters' world, while for a slave girl named Koren, the stories of a human world

seem pure myth. Together, these two teens will need to bridge two planets in order to overthrow the

draconic threat and bring the lost slaves home.The Dragon Prince Has Hatched The stakes are

raised when the foretold prince is crowned. While Koren and Jason race to the Northlands of

Starlight to find the one person who can help them free the human slaves, Elyssa and Wallace

strive to locate Jason and assist his quest. Soon, all four discover that the secrets of Starlight

extend much further than they had imagined. Meanwhile, Randall and Tibalt have returned to Major

Four and find themselves teamed with the dragon Magnar, who has arrived to help thwart the

governor.No one knows how the prophecy will be fulfilled, but one thing is clear: more than ever, the

survival of the dragons depends on humankind, and they will do anything to prevent the slaves from

escaping.
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It's good v evil, young heros of both genders, (John and Jonnie Wayne(s), standing for friends,

families,loves and countries, (planets). Christian over tones,subtle,ie. having a higher power yet not

strickly by the Book or in your face. As simple as the above may seem, it's not cut and dried. Evil

you'll find can come from both sides, and so can honor. Those who can't...do. And those you can

do, do more than they ever thought they could. The author needs no foul language to express anger

in arguements nor battles in war. The young men fight huge battles and can still protect the modesty

of the young women. There's no shorting of reality as many suffer from injustice and battles rage

with the true horrors of war. As an older, much older, reader; I enjoyed the adventure as it was told

in the manner of the moral 1950's; yet takes place hundreds of years from now, or maybe

thousands of years ago. The entire series is something I'd recommend for my grand children.... like

them, most of today's YA readers have no idea who John Wayne was. He was the guy in the 'white

hat', who once said: "A man has to do what a man has to do". Today the same applies to 'women'

who must overcome "the weakness of MANKIND". I believe this book and the series will be enjoyed

by the "greatest generation" as well as our newest YA generation.

11 yr old daughter loved it!

this is the second book in the dragons of starlighter series and it is even better then the last book i

know that is hard to beleve but its true i wont spoil the story but it is a must must read.sooooo can

be for all ages. if you dont think so read master and slayers.also by bryan davis in the starlighter

series.this is recomended for adults.but i read it and it could be for teens or adults.also good in

kindle format.

Good series if you like dragons.

Warrior is a wonderful 2nd editon to the Dragons of staright siries. I most likey would not have put it

down except for the fact that other book came out during the time iwas reading.

Good book. Good author. Downloaded.

Bryan Davis is so good at capturing your imagination! Marvelous book/series, I'm excited to press

on in the series for the conclusion.



Good and full of action I can't wait to download the next one! If your reading this BUY THIS BOOK
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